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About 75% of the agencies have their staff

working remotely either full or part-time , but

only about 80% of the responders said it was

in response to the pandemic .

Almost all of the agencies expect to continue

to allow either full or part-time remote work

after the pandemic .

service business pilot , the MMLA , and seeing

how that might translate to the mortgage

industry .

We started this year not sure if we would be

able to have an in-person annual conference .  It

was clear that August was too much of a risk , so

the Board took the unusual step of delaying our

conference to December with the hope that it

would be enough time for us to get vaccinated ,

beat this virus , and meet in-person again .  I ’m

excited to say we will be opening registration

soon for our in-person conference in gorgeous

Savannah , Georgia on December 1st and 2nd . 

 NMLS will be having their usual meetings on

November 30 , the day before the conference . 

 So mark your calendars and get ready to submit

your travel paperwork and come join us in-

person once again .

Survey Results

In order to help AARMR understand the needs

of our General Members and support the

planning that the Multi-State Mortgage

Committee and State Coordinating Committee

do , we conducted a pandemic-related survey of

the General Members .  About 80% of the

General Members responded to the survey . 

 Highlights include :
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Nearly all the states reported they are not

requiring mandatory vaccinations .

About 72% of the states allow staff to travel

out-of-state for business purposes , but many

states still have travel restrictions .  I would

add that we did not ask if staff is willing to

travel , which , in retrospect , would have been

a good question .  I ’m hearing that a

significant population of examiners are

hesitant to travel right now even if the state

has lifted its travel restrictions .

Of those states that have not lifted travel

restrictions yet , many responded they do

expect to lift them either later in 2021 or in

2022 , while some don ’t have an anticipated

date .

About 73% of the states responded that they

are not conducting in-person examinations

at this time .

About one-third of the responding states

indicated an intention to commence in-

person exams in 2021 while another third

said they would start in 2022 .  The final third

did not know when they would resume in-

person exams .  

About 81% of the states currently have or

previously had accommodations in place for

licensees to continue remote work due to the

pandemic .  

About two-thirds of those states intend to

make or have made the remote work

accommodations permanent .  

For those planning to end these

accommodations , most were uncertain of the

date , usually because it was tied to a

governor ’s Executive Order or the status of

the pandemic nationally .
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The majority of the states were willing to

work together for a coordinated end of

accommodations . 

About 80% of the states that responded

indicated that their state did not have state-

specific accommodations in place for

consumers , such as foreclosure prohibitions

or forbearance requirements . 

The states that did have state specific

accommodations were mostly prohibitions

on foreclosures .

Industry Advisory Council

The AARMR Board has met with the Industry

Advisory Council (IAC) quarterly this year .  Not

surprisingly , the industry ’s concerns mirrored

much of the regulators ’ concerns with remote

work topping the list .  It didn ’t surprise me to

learn that their workforce , much like my own ,

would like to continue working at home on a

regular basis .  Most people feel that their lives

are improved being able to work at home . It ’s

nice not to spend a half-hour or more in the car

each day just getting to and from work .  There

are definite downsides .  I work more .  I feel

more disconnected from people .  It ’s too easy to

just check an email or two only to find that I ’ve

just worked a couple hours on a Saturday or in

the evening .  But people still find that working

from home is preferred to working in the office ,

and industry is feeling the brunt of the

workforce demands .  This is becoming a

recruitment and retention issue for us all with

more employees choosing to resign or not apply

for jobs that require that they be physically in

an office .
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Industry wants to know when regulators will be

back in the field to conduct exams .  They have

questions about whether regulators can

accommodate the requirements that their

offices have , such as buildings that require

everyone to be vaccinated or are still requiring

mask or social distancing mandates .  

I know that Oregon sent a survey to our

licensees to ask them about what their offices

are like now and what feedback they had for us

on returning to exams so that we could plan out

our next schedule .  We learned that about 75%

of our licensees are working remotely with only

80% of those responding that this is because of

the pandemic accommodation .  Ninety percent

of the companies responded that they

anticipate allowing full or part-time remote

work after the pandemic .  Only about 70% of

the companies were ready for in-person exams

to commence in the third quarter of 2021 .  The

rest of the companies cited concerns about the

virus , especially the Delta variant , as the reason

they would not be ready for an in-person exam . 

 Some noted that their offices are still closed . 

 Just over 60% of the responders indicated that

they would prefer continued remote

examinations , with about 7% responding that

they want an in-person exam and the remaining

indicating that it depends .  Most noted

concerns about the virus , the cost effectiveness

of remote examinations and current limited

availability of office space .

The IAC also pointed out that the NMLS was

shut down from 8 p .m . on July 21 , 2021 , through

7 a .m . on July 26 , 2021 , to facilitate migration to

the cloud .  Neither regulators nor industry could
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access the system during this period .  The IAC

expressed concern that the down time would

prevent them from timely filing of amendments

and advance change notices .  Regulators were

affected as well .  I know we scrambled to find

things for our licensing staff to do during the

two days that they could not access the system

during work time .  We also placed notices on

our website and sent reminders in our e-gov

delivery system that we would not be able to

process applications during that time .  So we all

felt the temporary pain of that move and we ’re

glad to have finished .  It just means that we all

have to remember to have grace , both with the

regulators for the extra time it may take us to

catch back up and with the industry for the

extra time they may need to file because they

didn ’t have access .

The IAC also expressed concerns regarding loan

modifications and foreclosure moratoriums ,

especially when it comes to states enacting

their own requirements .  They noted that it will

help if states provide clarification to industry on

how the requirements are to be interpreted .  As

always , they requested that we look to enforcing

laws and rules we already have in place that

could be used to address the issues before we

add new ones .

They also raised a concern about consumers

who are in distress .  Many servicers have a

proactive process to reach out to consumers at

the first sign of distress , but often consumers

don ’t respond to these efforts .  Industry would

appreciate anything we can do to encourage

consumers in distress to talk with their servicers 

President's News (continued)
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about the options available to them .  I know I

was surprised at how often we would get a call

from a distressed consumer and discover that

the consumer hadn ’t even talked to their

servicer yet .  Often times , all we did was initiate

the conversation between the servicer and the

consumer .  There really wasn ’t anything else for

us to do because it was clear the servicer was

willing to work with the consumer .

Another concern raised is that many states

updated their state laws and rules to be in

harmony with Regulation X and the Fair Debt

Collection Practices Act , which was great .  But

now those laws and rules are seeing some

changes , so states will need to check that they

continue to remain in alignment or , at the very

least , don ’t conflict with one another .  

The last item I want to share from our

conversation with the IAC is related to home

ownership initiatives .  I was very excited about

this discussion because our office is really

working hard to raise a spotlight on diversity ,

equity and inclusion issues and , in housing ,

there has been a long history of disparity in

homeownership rates .  William Kooper from the

MBA shared that they have a new initiative

called CONVERGENCE launched on housing

affordability with pilot programs in Memphis

and Columbus .  Click here to find more

information on MBA 's website .

I really value these conversations with the

industry because I ’m interested in what they are

worrying about , and I usually find it ’s pretty

similar to the things that keep me up at night .
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https://www.mba.org/advocacy-and-policy/convergence


I look forward to the opportunity to continue

these conversations in-person in Savannah at

our annual conference .  

Kirsten Anderson

AARMR President

Oregon Division

of Financial Regulation

AARMR News
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Wednesday, December 1:

Registration and Breakfast , 7 :00 start

General Members Meeting , 8 :00-10 :00

Affiliate Members Meeting , 8 :00-10 :00

General Session , 10 :30-5 :00

IAC & Board Meeting , 5 :00-6 :00

Hospitality Suite , 6 :00-11 :00

Thursday, December 2:

Meet Your Regulators Breakfast , 8 :00-10 :00

General Session , 10 :15-11 :30

Awards Luncheon , 11 :45-1 :30

General Session continued , 1 :45-5 :00

Adjourn , 5 :00

Be on the lookout for registration and hotel

details in September .  We hope to see you in

Savannah!
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Save the date and start planning your trip to

AARMR ’s in-person 2021 Annual Regulatory

Conference!  This year ’s conference is scheduled

for Tuesday , November 30 through Thursday ,

December 2 in beautiful and historic Savannah .

Registration will open in September , so be on

the lookout for an email from AARMR and

updates on the website at www .aarmr .org.

Please note that attendance is limited this year

by the size of the hotel ’s event space (max . 200

people), so be sure to register early to ensure

your spot at the conference .  Here ’s the

schedule of events :

Tuesday, November 30:

NMLS/SES pre-conference meetings for

regulators only , 9 :00-5 :00 (separate registration

with CSBS for these pre-conference meetings) 

AARMR Welcome Reception , 5 :30-7 :00

Registration Opening Soon for
Annual Regulatory Conference!



AARMR is pleased to welcome the following

new General Member to the Association :

Colorado Department of Law

Neal C .G . Monaghan , Chief Examiner , Consumer

Credit Unit

www .coag .gov

And we ’re also pleased to welcome the

following new Affiliate Members :

Cherry Creek Mortgage

Joanne Landry , AVP – Compliance & Exams

www .ccmclending .com

Modex, Inc.

Dale Larson III , CEO

www .modexconnect .com

New American Funding

Charles Lowery , Jr . , Director , Legislative Policy &

External Affairs

www .newamericanfunding .com

Snapdocs, Inc.

Camelia Martin , Head of Industry & Regulatory

Affairs

www .snapdocs .com

AARMR News
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Welcome New Members

AARMR’s January–July 2021
Accomplishments

March 2021 : Leadership Development

Training (four webinar sessions) provided by

the UMass Donahue Institute , 82 participants

April 2021 : Corporate Governance Examiner

Training (four webinar sessions) provided by

Rich Cortes (CT), 230 participants

July 2021 : Mortgages After the Pandemic

Symposium (half day webinar), 130

participants

July 2021 : Pandemic Survey of General

Members , 41 state agency respondents

Ongoing participation of AARMR

representatives on the State Coordinating

Committee (SCC), which is the multi-state

regulatory oversight group responsible for

the facilitation of multi-state non-bank

financial services exams with the Consumer

Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB).

Two of AARMR ’s Board members announced

their retirement from their agencies this year .

David Axford (Tennessee Dept . of Financial

Institutions) is retiring on August 31 . We

appreciate David ’s years of dedicated service as

a director and wish him the very best in his

retirement . We ’d also like to thank Tony

Florence (Texas Dept . of Savings & Mortgage 

Lending) for his many years of service as a

director and a president of AARMR .  Tony retired

earlier this year .

Board of Directors Changes
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Supervisory Committee (NDSC). On Oct . 1 , 2020 ,

a new proposal was published with a comment

period running through year end . This last June ,

following months of regulator collaboration and

industry engagement , the NDSC recommended

the Final Model State Regulatory Prudential

Standards for Nonbank Mortgage Servicers for

board approval and adoption . The CSBS Board

voted unanimous approval on July 23 . Click here

to access the standards along with a summary

and comparison to the proposal and public

comments .

“Why these standards?” and “Why now?” are fair

questions that everyone should be asking , and

the answers may be surprising to some . In 2015 ,

nonbanks were responsible for servicing

approximately 30% of the agency MBS market .

Launch forward to 2020 and that number

exceeds 60%. And with nonbanks now

originating 75% of agency mortgage loans

(source : Urban Institute), the volume of servicing

may only increase as originator/servicers sell

loans and retain the servicing .
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In 2018 , the CSBS Board revisited its 2015

proposal for state prudential standards for

nonbank mortgage servicers . The Board

determined that the initiative should be made

part of the CSBS Strategic Plan and oversight

was given to the CSBS Non-Depository 

 

CSBS Board Approves Model State
Regulatory Prudential Standards for
Nonbank Mortgage Servicers

Ongoing participation of AARMR

representatives on the Multistate Mortgage

Committee (MMC), which is a representative

body of state mortgage regulators appointed

by CSBS and AARMR to represent the

examination interests of the combined states

under the Nationwide Cooperative Protocol

and Agreement for Mortgage Supervision .

The MMC 's primary focus is on nationwide

lenders operating in 10 or more states .

Ongoing quarterly meetings between the

Board of Directors and the Industry Advisory

Council , which facilitate the exchange of

information on a variety of mortgage

regulation issues .

Ongoing monthly All States Regulator

Meetings (virtual), which facilitate

communication among state regulators and

provide participants with MMC updates .

2021 membership currently consists of 56

General Members (state regulators), which is

net +1 from 2020 , and 81 Affiliate Members

(74 industry members and 7 consumer

advocacy members), which is net -4 from

2020 .

https://www.csbs.org/policy/research-data-tools/nonbank-mortgage-servicer-prudential-standards


Definitions

Applicability – Exclusions

Financial Condition

Corporate Governance 

Authority

A de minimis cutoff that eliminates the

smallest servicers from coverage .

But the reason for the standards is more than

just a market share issue . Financial institutions

need regulatory standards to adhere to and

regulators need regulations to examine against .

Whereas Fannie Mae , Freddie Mac , and Ginnie

Mae all have established requirements for their

seller/servicers and issuers , those are program

requirements , not regulations , which means

that compliance is only mandatory for

participation in that program . And for servicing

other than GSE or government MBS , there are

no federal level standards .

The final model standards , now complete ,

followed a lot of work around what the

standards needed to be , including thorough

consideration of public comments . This work

was done in collaboration with the MBA and the

Housing Policy Council , both representing the

larger servicers , and the Community Home

Lenders Association and the Community

Mortgage Lenders of America representing the

smaller servicers . The final publication , once

approved , will include a model law covering five

sections :

Notable in the final standards and the model

law is :

Other News
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Financial condition requirements that mirror

FHFA ’s Fannie/Freddie Seller/Servicer

Eligibility Requirements , which aligns

oversight while not layering on burden .

A make-sense approach to corporate

governance that can be sized to the

sophistication of the institution .

Flexibility for commissioners to address very

high-risk servicers or extraordinary events .

“These prudential standards provide a roadmap

to uniform and consistent supervision of

nonbank mortgage servicers nationwide ,” said

CSBS Board Chair and Montana Banking

Commissioner Melanie Hall .  “Companies that

operate in a safe and sound manner are much

better positioned to fulfill the significant

requirements associated with servicing

mortgage loans and assisting customers with

these important financial obligations .” 

CSBS encourages mortgage regulators to take

the time to understand the standards and

determine how adoption can best fit your state ’s

needs . For more information , contact the CSBS

Member Sponsor , Charles Clark at

charles .clark@dfi .wa .gov or Chuck Cross at

ccross@csbs .org . 
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Illinois
Dept. of Financial & Professional Regulation

State CRA Overview

The new Illinois Community Reinvestment Act

was signed into law by Governor JB Pritzker on

March 23 , 2021 and is codified at 205 ILCS 735 .

The Act requires covered financial institutions

(including state banks , credit unions , and non-

bank mortgage lenders) to meet the financial

services needs of the community . The purpose of

the Illinois CRA is to encourage financial

institutions to help meet the overall financial

needs of low-to-moderate income communities .

This includes access to an institution ’s range of

products and services , such as low-cost bank

accounts , affordable mortgages , and personal

and business loans to name a few . Our

communities have asked for equitable access

and that ’s what the focus of the Illinois CRA will

be . 

Click here to access the Act on the website of

the Illinois General Assembly .  Next up is the rule

making process . Our legal team is in the process

of drafting these rules , which will closely

resemble the State of Massachusetts ’s CRA rules

given that they have paved the way for credit

unions and non-bank mortgage lenders . We

hosted a virtual event on May 26 with regulators

from Massachusetts that served as a

steppingstone for the rule making process .

However , because these rules will be a heavy lift

for the Department , we don ’t anticipate effecting

these rules until 2022 .

Fun facts : The Act makes Illinois the second state 

that includes non-bank mortgage lenders and

the third state in the country that includes credit

unions .

Community Reinvestment Act (CRA)

The January 2021 special legislative session

yielded another historic statute : the Community

Reinvestment Act (CRA). This Act is also part of

the Legislative Black Caucus ’ Economic Pillar .

The Act followed a 2020 NPR investigative report

titled “Where Banks Don ’t Lend .” The report

revealed discriminatory underinvestment by

financial institutions and a markedly low rate of

mortgage lending in predominantly Black and

Latino neighborhoods compared to

predominantly white neighborhoods . Historically ,

homeownership has been a critical way that

American families have built wealth and passed

it down across generations . Black and Latino

communities were systematically shut out from

this avenue of wealth creation by government

and financial institution policies like red-lining

and “contract buying” (predatory rent-to-own

schemes). Though red-lining and contract-buying

are for the most part illegal now , data suggests

that lending discrimination persists in other

forms .

The Act empowers IDFPR to implement a fair

lending- focused examination and rating

program for state-chartered financial institutions

and mortgage lenders . The goal of the CRA is to

increase equitable access to financial products

for low- and moderate-income consumers in the

state . Illinois state-chartered banks already

participate in federal CRA examinations , but the

new Illinois CRA will extend supervision to 

https://www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/ilcs5.asp?DocName=&ActID=4086&ChapterID=20
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Illinois credit unions and to non-depository

mortgage lenders who now comprise about half

of all mortgage lending nationally . Illinois is the

second state in the nation to apply the CRA to

mortgage lenders .

Implementing the CRA will require new CRA-

dedicated examiners and legal staff ,

promulgating administrative rules , training the

new staff , training licensees , and clearing

unexpected hurdles . DFI and DOB are meeting

with other state CRA departments and working

together to build the internal infrastructure to

create a meaningful examination that drives

substantial improvements in lending equity

across the state .

other than MLOs to work remotely under specific

conditions . On April 9 , 2021 , this regulation

became permanent . This addresses licensees ’

desire to allow staff to continue working

remotely beyond the pandemic . Click here to

access the regulation COMAR 09 .03 .02 .08 .

Maryland
Office of the Commissioner of Financial

Regulation

New Laws and Regulations

Senate Bill 251 , passed by Maryland ’s General

Assembly earlier this year and signed into law by

Governor Larry Hogan , will take effect on

October 1 , 2021 .  This statute eliminates paper

licenses and the requirement to display a

license .  It also specifies that a licensee ’s NMLS

unique identifier will constitute the Maryland

license number ; separate Maryland license

numbers will be eliminated . Click here to access

the full text of the bill .

Since 2016 , Maryland regulations have permitted

mortgage loan originators (MLOs) to work

remotely . On January 5 , 2021 , in response to the

COVID-19 pandemic , the Commissioner adopted

an emergency regulation , allowing employees 

South Dakota
Division of Banking

Expansion of State Exam System into

Consumer Complaints

The South Dakota Division of Banking

announced their implementation of SES to

process non-depository consumer complaints .

The Division began using SES to conduct all non-

depository examinations during 2020 . The South

Dakota Division of Banking 's non-depository

team is developing the step-by-step guide to

process complaints using SES .

http://www.dsd.state.md.us/comar/comarhtml/09/09.03.02.08.htm
http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/2021RS/chapters_noln/Ch_101_sb0251T.pdf
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The opinions expressed in the following articles are those of the author(s)
and do not necessarily reflect the positions of AARMR.

The recent launch of the Black Homeownership

Collaborative ’s multi-year initiative to

significantly increase the nation ’s Black

homeownership rate , drew some much-needed

attention to a perennial challenge for mortgage

lenders – how to close the homeownership gap

by increasing the numbers of individuals

qualifying for mortgages in minority

communities .

Statistics from the Urban Institute show the

national homeownership rate is 64 .1%, and the

rate for whites 72 .2%.  The Black homeownership

rate in the U .S . lags significantly , currently at

42 .3%. The Urban Institute believes that this rate

will fall even further by 2040 , if no action is taken

to arrest its decline . David Dworkin , CEO of the

National Housing Alliance , has said this rate is

currently lower than when housing

discrimination was legal in the US . 

Government efforts to close the gap have been

made periodically for decades . In the 1990s , the

Clinton administration focused on addressing

“redlining”, a discriminatory practice that put

mortgages out of reach for residents of certain

neighborhoods based on race or ethnicity . This

led to new fair lending laws and the Community

Reinvestment Act (CRA). The availability of

mortgage loans in minority communities

increased .

Closing the Homeownership Gap Requires Public & Private Initiatives

Danielle Fagre Arlowe, Senior Vice President, State Government Affairs

American Financial Services Association

In the wake of the financial crisis , Dodd Frank

significantly affected this availability and while

there was a clear need for reform at the time , the

fact remains that that many of those excluded by

the new law , who previously would have

qualified for safe and affordable mortgages ,

came from minority communities . 

Weaknesses in Dodd Frank are now being

addressed . Many believe the 43 percent debt-to-

income (DTI) cap , to be particularly problematic

for potential homeowners from minority

communities . The Consumer Financial Protection

Bureau (CFPB) has proposed amending the

qualified mortgage (QM) rule , and such a move is

expected to go a long way toward addressing

this . 

In the meantime , the Black Homeownership

Collaborative establishes a new coalition of more

than 100 organizations and individuals , aimed at

creating 3 million net new Black homeowners by

2030 through an ambitious 7-point plan that lays

out practical and manageable strategies for

increasing the number of Black homeowners .

After a lost decade for minority home ownership ,

the combination of policy reform and private

initiative , we can , at last , be optimistic of real

change .
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One of the most exciting projects happening in

the real estate finance industry today is a place-

based minority homeownership program called ,

CONVERGENCE . 

 

Launched by the Mortgage Bankers Association

(MBA), the effort is grounded in the real estate

finance industry ’s ethos that all Americans

should be able to access affordable housing for

rent or homeownership .

 

CONVERGENCE brings together stakeholders

from across the industry , nonprofit , and

government sectors to find real solutions to

vexing housing problems . The goal is simple :

identify the obstacles and work collaboratively to

establish long-term solutions . Then , if possible ,

apply them in other communities where minority

households struggle to access affordable

housing .  The ultimate hope is that the

CONVERGENCE model will be available in

communities across the country , helping close

racial homeownership gaps on a national scale .

 

The pilot project started just before the

pandemic in Memphis , Tennessee .  With support

from multiple stakeholders and the leadership of

the Tennessee Housing Development Agency ,

partners have already held a virtual career fair

and a virtual homebuyer fair , and efforts are

gaining speed with every day . The focus is on

several Memphis neighborhoods , such as Frayser ,

Glenview , and Whitehaven . In these

communities , CONVERGENCE Memphis efforts

are amplifying existing local resources and 

MBA CONVERGENCE

Steve O’Connor, Senior Vice President, Affordable Housing Initiatives

Mortgage Bankers Association

deploying additional national and state

resources to complete several workstreams :

consumer outreach and education ; affordable

products and programs ; and market solutions

and resources for practitioners .

Now , after a pandemic-related delay ,

CONVERGENCE Columbus has launched . MBA ’s

partners include the Ohio Housing Finance

Agency , and the John Glenn College of Public

Affairs at The Ohio State University . The

workstreams in Columbus are focused on :

addressing an information and trust gap ;

developing a comprehensive community

engagement strategy to educate consumers

about the opportunities and benefits of

homeownership as well as available resources ;

raising awareness around key affordable lending

programs and products ; and synchronizing

consumer point-of-contact and marketing efforts

with affordable programs , products , and

resources .

 

MBA believes that the pilots in Columbus and

Memphis can serve as testing grounds for

innovation and collaboration , with the goal of

creating roadmaps for more minority

homeownership partnerships in other

communities .

 

In addition to CONVERGENCE , MBA has been

leading the industry in establishing a strong

affordable housing and minority homeownership

platform . MBA recently established its Minority

Homeownership Joint Task Force to provide 
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industry leadership and direction for reducing the racial homeownership gap and promoting

sustainable homeownership policies for communities of color . Along with creating the task force ,

MBA has created two advisory councils on affordable homeownership and affordable rental

housing . Both councils unite voices from across the industry to foster progress on housing

affordability . Lastly , during June MBA endorsed the “7-Point Plan” of the Black Homeownership

Collaborative , which is an initiative to increase Black homeownership by 3 million net new

households by 2030 . The BHC ’s 7-point plan consists of : homeownership counseling , down payment

assistance , housing production , credit and lending , civil and consumer rights , homeownership

sustainability , and marketing and outreach . 

 

To learn more about the industry ’s affordable housing initiatives and MBA CONVERGENCE visit :

CONVERGENCE ; Uniting for Housing Affordability
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